ABSTRACT. this study examines the price discovery function and volatility spillovers in australian real estate investment trust (A-REIT) index futures and also investigates the effects of the global financial crisis (gfc) on these two features. as opposed to the general understanding of the relationship between the cash and the futures markets, the current study finds that the A-REIT cash market led the a-reIt futures market in price discovery and volatility transmission processes before the gfc. However, during the GFC, the two markets interacted bilaterally in terms of information flow, i.e., information flowed in both directions. Furthermore, after the GFC, the futures market followed the cash market again, but less closely. These findings have broad implications for investors in property assets.
INTRODUCTION
although recent studies in the real estate markets have highlighted the effectiveness of hedging real estate futures, the links between real estate investment trust (reIt) futures and the underlying reIt market (also known as the cash/spot market) have been largely neglected thus far. the relationship between the futures market and the underlying cash market is a critical issue that has received extensive attention in the stock-index futures literature. the sizable body of literature on mature futures markets has confirmed that stock-index futures typically lead the cash market. However, by contrast with the stock-index futures markets, the australian reIt (a-reIt) futures market has only recently been established and is considerably smaller than the underlying cash market. Mcmillan and ulku (2009) noted peculiarities of emerging futures markets regarding investor structure, and several studies, including Bohl et al. (2011) , have found that the relationship between the futures and spot markets is strongly affected by the investor structure in these markets. In addition, the a-reIt futures market has changed considerably since the occurrence of the global financial crisis (GFC). Specifically, a sharp increase in the trading volume of a-reIt futures has been experienced since the gfc, which might be attributed to increased hedging activities by institutional investors who are attempting to protect the values of their a-reIts (newell 2010). Importantly, Xiang et al. (2013) have also documented that a surge in demand for risk-sharing offered by hedgers during the gfc might have attracted more informed speculators into the futures market. given this possible shift in the investor structure of the a-reIt futures market -which is already distinct from the investor structure of stock futures markets -it is unclear whether findings from the stock futures markets will hold in the reIt market. thus, research dedicated exclusively to reIt futures is important.
This study aims to fill this research gap by exploring price discovery and volatility transmission in the a-reIt cash and index futures markets. In addition, the impact of the gfc is also investigated.
Specifically, the current study addresses the following questions:
1. Do a-reIt futures prices lead a-reIt cash prices in the short and/or long terms? 2. Is the volatility of the reIt cash market influenced by developments in the REIT futures market? 3. Did structural changes occur in the processes of price discovery and volatility transmission between the a-reIt cash and futures markets before, during, and after the gfc? this study makes the following contributions to the literature. first, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to attempt to simultaneously explore both price discovery and volatility transmission between a reIt cash market and its futures market. Studies on stock futures markets cannot necessarily be generalised to the reIt market because reIt index futures markets are relatively small compared to stock-index futures markets (newell, tan 2004) . therefore, it is essential for property investors to understand the links and interactions between reIts and REIT futures. Specifically, this study will enhance the understanding of the nature of cross-market information flows between A-REITs and A-REIT futures, which is important in facilitating more informed and practical investment decision making regarding the role of a-reIt futures in property fund management. thus, this study will help fund managers incorporate cross-market links in formulating investment strategies and portfolios. In addition, this study might also help property firms incorporate co-variation in both markets into their hedging strategies. The findings are also expected to help direct property investors improve their investment decision making. If a-reIt futures, which are a relatively new property investment vehicle, provide important information for the property market, direct property investors should incorporate a-reIt futures information into their decision-making processes because direct property tends to incorporate new information into prices more slowly (geltner et al. 2003) .
Second, this study is the first to examine the effects of the gfc on price discovery and volatility transmission between the cash and futures markets for real estate securities simultaneously. the GFC has had a significant impact on the performance of a-reIts. as demonstrated by figure 1, the performance of a-reIts was extremely volatile during the gfc. the crisis also highlighted the need for institutional investors to employ areIt futures as a risk-management mechanism to hedge their a-reIt exposure, which has led to dramatic increases in a-reIt futures activity since the gfc. therefore, the time-varying dynamics of cross-market information flow between a-reIts and a-reIt futures should be closely investigated. Importantly, this study does not merely examine whether there is a structural break in the link between a-reIts and a-reIt futures; instead, our study provides insights into the nature of the structural break itself. furthermore, few studies have examined the effects of crises on the price discovery functions and volatility spillovers of broad securities index futures. although Koutmos and tucker (1996) consider the effects of the october 1987 crash, their study focuses only on the conditional covariance between the S&P 500 fig. 1 . total returns of asset classes, quarterly returns, % (authors' calculation based on data from IPD australia and DataStream) note: Property returns are smoothed returns.
index and its futures. Moreover, the effects of financial crises on the price discovery and volatility transmission processes have not been analysed in the real estate cash and futures markets. the current paper fills this gap.
third, this study is unique because it employs a multivariate error-correction generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model with common informational factors (the ec-Var-BEKK-GARCH-X model). It is the first real estate study to consider the importance of long-term information when modelling the temporal relationship between the cash and futures prices. this feature further distinguishes our study from previous studies of reIt and real estate securities index futures (lee 2009; lee et al. 2014) . Specifically, our multivariate ec-Var(1)-BeKK-garcH-X(1,1) model incorporates the underlying long-term relationships between a-reIts and a-reIt futures in terms of both conditional means and variances, which allows us to examine for the first time both long-and short-term price discovery and volatility spillovers between a-reIts and a-reIt futures. In this respect, our model also improves on the traditional garcH model. therefore, this study provides property investors with further insights regarding the links between a-reIts and a-reIt futures both in the long-and short-term time frames and eliminates the influences of common informational factors to present a clearer picture of the interactions between the a-reIt futures and cash markets that are examined. the remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the significance of AreIt futures. Section 3 reviews related studies in the recent literature. Section 4 describes the a-reIt index and the a-reIt index futures data and presents the empirical methodology. Section 5 discusses the empirical results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A-REIT FUTURES
a-reIts have been among the most successful indirect property investment vehicles in australia. the a-reIt market is the second largest reIt market in the world (lehman, roth 2010) . In 2012, a-reIts contained more than 2,000 institutionalgrade commercial properties in their portfolios, with total assets worth auD$139 billion (Property Investment research 2012) and a market capitalisation of more than auD$88 billion (australian Securities exchange 2012).
The world's first REIT index futures market was established in 2002, when a-reIt index futures were introduced for trading by the australian Securities exchange. Since august 2002, over 1.9 million a-reIt futures contracts have been traded, representing a total value of approximately AUD$25 billion, which clearly reflects the significance of a-reIt futures as a risk-management mechanism that enables institutional investors to protect the value of their a-reIt portfolios. Subsequently, markets for futures contracts written on reIts and other types of real estate securities were launched in the united States (2007) , europe Japan (2008) . Importantly, the establishment of a futures market for a-reIts has enhanced their stature (newell, tan 2004) .
after its initial establishment period (2002) (2003) (2004) , the a-reIt futures market has received increasing attention from property investors. as demonstrated in figure 2 , the volume of a-reIt index futures trading has grown steadily since 2005. With the onset of the gfc, however, market risk became the primary concern. During this extremely volatile period, institutional investors (hedgers) increased their demand for risk sharing and were willing to pay higher premiums to protect the value in their reIt portfolios, which made fig the reIt futures market attractive to informed speculators. thus, dramatic increases in the trading volume of a-reIt futures contracts were identified during the GFC. The increasing popularity of a-reIt futures also encourages the participation of informed speculators in the a-reIt futures market. thus, a study dedicated to the australian reIt futures market is notable for a number of reasons. first, the australian reIt market is the second largest reIt market in the world (lehman, roth 2010) , and the a-reIt futures market is more established than other real estate futures markets (e.g., even more established than the uS real estate futures market) (newell 2010). thus, the areIt market offers a comprehensive dataset with which to examine several issues surrounding reIt futures. Second, the australian reIt futures market is much smaller than the reIt cash market, and recent studies have found evidence regarding the link between investor structure and the futures price formation process. an investigation of australian reIt futures should provide further evidence regarding whether a relatively small futures market can enhance the price discovery of its larger cash market. third, the gfc has had a significant impact on the performance of A-REITs. In addition, significant increases in the trading volumes of a-reIt futures have been documented since the gfc. thus, an investigation of a-reIt futures might offer further insights into how shifts in investor structure affect their price discovery processes.
LITERATURE REVIEW
extensive studies in the real estate markets have examined the explanatory factors of reIt index time-series price behaviours 1 . for instance, employing daily data, cotter and Stevenson (2007) find that daily uS equity reIt behaviour is strongly influenced by the US stock market and 1 there is another line of research that focuses on the cross-sectional individual reIt price behaviours. for instance, allen, Madura, and Springer (2000) show that REIT-specific factors (leverage, management strategy, and etc.) play some role in explaining the return variance across individual reIts. for brevity, this line of literature is not reviewed because the current study focuses on the time-series price behaviour of reIts. furthermore, a-reIt futures are written based on an aggregate a-reIt index. thus, controlling for these cross-sectional individual factors might be a vain exercise.
not significantly affected by the US bond market. using monthly data, Peterson and Hsieh (1997) (2008) , and lee and chiang (2010) demonstrate a significant direct property factor in explaining uS reIt price behaviour. the general view is that the price behaviour of equity reIts is affected by stock markets in the short run but might have a link to direct properties in the long run (Boudry et al. 2012) .
In australia, newell (2005) has examined the explanatory factors of a-reIt index time-series price behaviours. In light of a-reIt capitalisation, they utilise the all ordinaries stock market index 2 to study the influence of the Australian stock market on a-reIt time-series price behaviour. employing six-month data, their study indicates that the performance of A-REITs is strongly influenced by the australian stock and bond markets. However, direct properties have only a marginal influence on a-reIt performance.
In extending this line of research, a large number of studies have examined the interactions among reIts and direct properties (Barkham, geltner 1995) . these interactions are extensively reviewed in geltner et al. (2003) , who find that indirect property (i.e., reIts), in general, tends to incorporate new information into prices faster than direct property. extensive studies have been devoted to examining the linkages between re-2 a-reIts, unlike reIts in other countries, are large companies instead of small stocks -at least in the australian investment context. as noted by goodchild (2008), the a-reIt market is arguably the most developed reIt market globally, contributing 10 percent of the australian stock index, which is a much larger proportion than is found anywhere else. as of 5 th february 2015, eight a-reIts were ranked as the top 50 companies in australia by market capitalisation. for instance, Westfield Group (#13), Scentre Group (#14), Goodman Group (#22), Stockland (#23), GPT (#31), Novion Property (#35), Mirvac Group (#37) and Dexus Property Group (#41). Hence, we included the All Ordinaries Index and did not control for the factor of small capitalisation in our analysis, which further highlights the uniqueness of a-reIts.
Its and capital assets (Barkham, geltner 1995; chiang et al. 2005; cotter, Stevenson 2006 cotter, Stevenson , 2007 gyourko, Keim 1992; Kallberg et al. 2002; lee et al. 2008; liow, newell 2012; yang et al. 2012; yunus et al. 2012) . these studies suggest that the linkages among markets are an important topic.
In the finance literature, many studies have been devoted to understanding price discovery and volatility spillovers between the cash and futures markets. these studies have generally found that the futures markets are more informationally efficient than cash markets. In particular, previous research on stocks has used a cointegration method to provide extensive evidence to confirm that futures markets lead cash markets (Pizzi et al. 1998; ryoo, Smith 2004; Wahab, lashgari 1993) .
recognising the importance of volatility modelling, chan et al. (1991) likely represent the first attempt to study short-run price discovery and volatility transmission simultaneously. their bivariate garcH model provides strong evidence of a lead from futures to cash returns -and only weak evidence of a lead from cash to futures returns -for the S&P 500 index. comparable results are also documented by Koutmos and tucker (1996) and tse (1999) in the uS. Zhong et al. (2004) use an ec-egarcH model to incorporate deviations from the long-run price disequilibrium between index and index futures both in conditional means and variances. their evidence suggests that the Mexican Price and Quotations Index futures market is a useful price discovery vehicle over both the short and long runs. nevertheless chan et al. (2004) note that not all stock index futures dominate the process of information transmission. recent studies of futures markets have found that investor structure has an impact on the links between the cash and futures markets (ciner 2006). In particular, the participation of institutional investors improves the contribution of the stock index futures market to price discovery (Bohl et al. 2011) . Importantly, comparable results are also found in currency markets in which the futures markets are much smaller than the cash markets (rosenberg, traub 2007; tornell, yuan 2012; tse et al. 2006). cabrera et al. (2009) attributed the leading role of the currency markets in the information transmission processes to the investor structure of these markets. McMillan and ulku (2009) have also discussed the importance of investor structure in mitigating mispricing in an emerging futures market. recently Xiang et al. (2013) and Chng and Wang (2014) find that the credit default swap (cDS) market took over price discovery leadership from the equities market during the gfc, which the authors attribute to shifts in investor structure caused by the gfc attracting more informed speculators into the derivatives markets.
However, specific research regarding real estate futures is limited because the markets have only recently been developed, which has led to a dearth of data on such futures. newell and tan (2004) is the first empirical study to examine the role of a-reIt futures in protecting the portfolio values of a-reIt investors. although these authors consider only the early stages of a-reIt futures, they find that A-REIT futures contracts are effective hedging tools. This finding is consistent with the results of Horng and Wei (1999) and lee (2010), who reveal that uS reIts and australian property funds use derivatives primarily for hedging. comparable evidence is also found in c. l. lee and M. L. Lee (2012) . More specifically, these authors find that there are risk reduction levels of 45% and 57% for Japanese and australian reIts, respectively, which confirms the previous finding that a-reIt futures are effective hedging instruments. furthermore, newell (2010) shows that a-REIT futures played an even more significant role during the gfc.
only two relevant real estate index futures studies examine the links between the cash and futures markets for real estate securities. lee (2009) examines the determinants of the volatility of a-reIt futures using univariate egarcH models that show that the a-reIt market has a significant (insignificant) contemporary effect on the volatility (returns) of its a-reIt futures market from December 2004 to December 2008. lee (2009) thus argues that a-reIt volatility conveys information regarding futures, whereas a-reIt returns do not convey such information.
lee et al. (2014) also utilise univariate garcH models to examine the influences of the onset of futures contracts written on the ftSe erPa/nareIt europe and ftSe ePra/nareIt eurozone indices. their results indicate that futures trading did not destabilise the underlying listed market. Importantly, the results also reveal that the introduction of a futures market has improved the speed and quality of information flow into the cash market.
However, to date, no study has investigated how a REIT futures market influences its underlying cash market in terms of price discovery and volatility transmission. In addition, no study thus far has examined the effects of financial crises on the price discovery function and volatility spillovers of securities index futures simultaneously.
DATA AND EMPIRICAL MODEL

Data
this study utilises the daily closing prices of the S&P/aSX 200 a-reIt index and the S&P/aSX 200 a-reIt index futures. this study also collects the daily series of the all ordinaries stock market index and the 10-year or longer australian government bond index 3 . the data employed in our study span from December 6, 2004 to June 28, 2013 and are based on availability.
Datastream provides the all ordinaries stock market, the australian government bond, and the a-reIt index price series. In australia, four areIt futures contracts are listed simultaneously, with maturity dates in March, June, September, and December. this study extracts the historical a-reIt futures data from Bloomberg and collects any missing data manually from the australian financial review.
to focus on possible changes in the dynamics of a-reIt cash and futures prices, the full period is divided into three sub-periods: (1) sub-period 1 (the pre-gfc period), which spans from December 6, 2004 to august 9, 2007; (2) sub-period 2 (the gfc period), which covers august 10, 2007 to november 31, 2009; and (3) table 1 provides information on the sample size and summary statistics for the returns of the S&P/ aSX 200 a-reIt index, the S&P/aSX 200 a-reIt index futures, the all ordinaries stock market index, and the 10-year or longer australian government bond index. for the full sample period, the bond market has the highest mean return, followed by the market for common stock. the areIt cash and futures markets have lower mean returns than the bond and stock markets. the ranking clearly reflects the influence of the GFC because the two a-reIt markets also perform worse than the bond and stock markets during the gfc period. after the gfc, there are rebounds in the two a-reIt markets, which clearly perform better than both the contemporaneous bond and stock markets.
the bond market clearly has the lowest return variances in all periods. the a-reIt cash and futures markets have higher variances than the stock market during the gfc period. During the other sub-periods, the three markets have comparable variances. all the markets have their highest variances during the gfc period compared with the other sub-periods. notably, the two a-reIt markets have clearly larger increases in variances than the stock and bond markets. this pattern indicates that the levels of hedging and speculation are likely to be higher in the a-reIt markets during the gfc period.
The empirical model
our bivariate empirical investigation uses a vector error-correction model with a bivariate BeKK-garcH-X (1,1) extension that ensures the condition of a positive semi-definite conditional variance-covariance matrix. the lag-lengths are selected based on the Bayesian information criterion, as suggested by previous studies, such as liow and newell (2012). the ec-Var-BeKK-garcH-X model consists of two parts, and the mean equations are specified as the following vector errorcorrection equations: 
where: ∆ t f is the differenced logarithm of the S&P/aSX 200-a-reIt index futures price; ∆ t c is the differenced logarithm of the underlying S&P/ aSX 200-a-reIt index; ∆ t sc is the differenced logarithm of the all ordinaries stock market index; ∆ t gb is the differenced logarithm of the 10-year or more australian government bond index; and
is the deviation from long-term equilibrium between the a-reIt futures index and its underlying a-reIt index at time t-1, i.e.,
the inclusion of allows for the investigation of short-term price discovery predictions between the a-reIt cash and futures markets. If price discovery occurs in the futures (cash) market, then the short-term prediction hypothesis contends that lagged futures (cash) returns should have significant predictive power for cash (futures) returns over finite forecasting horizons (Zhong et al. 2004) . the capital asset pricing model (caPM) and the previous studies on daily reIt returns call for the inclusion of ∆ t sc and ∆ t gb . Specifically, risky asset returns, including those of reIt and reIt futures, are linked to the return of the market portfolio and the risk-free rate in the caPM framework 5 .
the estimated error-correction term is −1 t ect . the long-term prediction hypothesis posits that the error-correction term can predict current changes in cash (futures) prices if price discovery occurs in the futures (cash) market (yang et al. 2001; Zhong et al. 2004) . α 5 f and α 5 c serve to quantify the relative contributions of each market. Specifically, the magnitudes are inversely related to their contributions. the rationale behind this notion is that the market with a lower adjustment speed coefficient does not follow; instead, this market initiates the mispricing, which implies that the price discovery process occurs primarily in this market.
furthermore, α 5 f is expected to be negative as the result of arbitrage/hedging activities in the futures markets. for example, when the error-correction term is positive and the a-reIt futures are relatively overpriced, a-reIt futures traders have an incentive to sell futures -or a disincentive to buy futures -because the futures price is higher than its long-term equilibrium level, which will cause futures prices to decrease and lead to negative futures returns in the next period. likewise, when the error-correction term is positive and the a-reIt cash index is relatively underpriced, arbitrage activities should lead to positive cash returns in the next period and imply a positive coefficient for the error-correction term.
However, as noted by Zhong et al. (2004) , the a-reIt cash index is not a traded asset but a weighted average of its component a-reIts. thus, when underpriced, some of these a-reIts may depreciate more steeply because of short-term momentum. as a result, the cash index may deviate even further from equilibrium, implying a negative coefficient for the error-correction term. Therefore, the empirical sign of α 5 c depends on the net 5 the current study employs daily data. thus, this study does not include the direct property factor in light of the general viewpoint stated by Boudry et al. (2012) , the a-reIt results from newell (2005), and data unavailability for direct property (normally, on a quarterly basis). Moreover, this study focuses on the time-series behaviour of a-reIts. therefore, it does not include various reIt-specific factors that are included in cross-sectional studies. Importantly, the variables included in the current study are the same as those of cotter and Stevenson (2006 Stevenson ( , 2007 , who demonstrated the importance of using daily data in volatility modelling. nevertheless, these limitations should be borne in mind. In addition, the inclusion of these variables warrants further research. outcome of the arbitrage and momentum effects (Zhong et al. 2004) . the conditional variance equations of the conditional covariance model can be represented as the following garcH-X (1,1)-BeKK model: b coefficients measure the leadlag relationships in volatilities. The coefficients can be interpreted in terms of information flows that imply the price discovery contributions between the two markets (chan et al. 1991; tse 1999) . the inclusion of 2 t s is intended to account for broad changes in the market. the stock market is used to measure broad changes in the market, and its inclusion is supported by previous reIt studies such as cotter and Stevenson (2007) (3) and (4) is that there may be information asymmetries between the two markets when the index and index futures deviate from their longterm price equilibrium, which could, in turn, influence conditional variances (Zhong et al. 2004) . Specifically, changes in trading activities will work to "error-correct" temporary mispricing during events of disequilibria. Such changes are likely to influence volatility in the reIt cash and futures markets. Zhong et al. (2004) refer to this phenomenon as the long-term volatility spillover hypothesis.
In summary, the short-term prediction hypothesis expects a significant coefficient for lagged futures (cash) returns, and the long-term prediction hypothesis anticipates a significant error correction term in the cash (futures) market mean equation. the short-term volatility spillover hypothesis predicts significant cross-market past shock coefficients, and the long-term volatility spillover hypothesis predicts cross-market past variance coefficients in the variance equations. In particular, this study expects that the a-reIt cash market led the a-reIt futures market in the price discovery and volatility transmission processes, given that the literature reveals that reIt futures are primarily used for purposes of hedging. However, the information transmission processes may change as the investor structure changes during and after the gfc. at the 1% significance level, which suggests that a-reIt cash returns have considerable predictive power for a-reIt futures returns but that the reverse is not true. These findings also suggest that short-term price discovery occurs in the cash market but not in the futures market. These results conflict with the general understanding of short-term interactions between stock-index cash and futures markets (chan et al. 2004) .
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Baseline results on price discovery and volatility transmission
nevertheless, these reIt results are consistent with the findings of Tornell and Yuan (2012) for the currency markets and Quan (1992) for the crude oil markets. as discussed by Quan (1992) and tornell and yuan (2012), the unique investor structure might be the reason that there is short-term price discovery in the a-reIt cash market rather than in the a-reIt futures market. according to Horng and Wei (1999) , uS reIts do not have strong incentives to use derivatives for speculative purposes (i.e., to trade for profits). Importantly, the use of derivatives for speculative purposes might result in the loss of favourable tax status. In particular, numerous a-reIts have mandates specifying that derivative instruments are not to be traded for speculative purposes. therefore, many a-reIts use derivatives for hedging rather than for speculative purposes. comparable results in australia are also documented by lee (2010) . therefore, the a-reIt cash market should play a leading role because hedgers use cash prices to make decisions regarding futures prices; thus, futures prices are formed after the cash price is established in the markets.
Regarding the own lagged terms, the coefficient of the lagged a-reIt cash index changes in the cash equation ( α 1 c ) has a positive sign but is not statistically significant, which implies that the previous day's a-reIt returns contain no information about the current day's a-reIt returns. the corresponding coefficient in the futures equation ( α 2 f ) is significant at the 5% level and has a negative sign. thus, by contrast to the a-reIt cash market, the previous day's a-reIt futures returns contain information about the current day's a-re-IT futures returns. Specifically, daily changes in the a-reIt futures price exhibit mean-reversion, which can be attributed to the fact that a-reIt futures trading is primarily motivated by hedging. Hedging trades typically generate negatively autocorrelated returns because the trades do not reflect new information and the expected payoff from the asset remains identical. thus, the asset price must decrease during this period to attract traders on the other side of the transaction (ciner 2006). the price subsequently returns to its original starting position in the next period because the fundamental value remains the same (ciner 2006). In addition, the coefficients on the stock returns in the cash ( α 3 c ) and futures equations ( α 3 f ) are positive and significant at the 1% level. The result of α 3 c in the cash equation is consistent with the findings of Chiang et al. (2005) and cotter and Stevenson (2006) because a-reIts are traded in the stock market. the sign of α 3 f for the futures market is consistent with the finding that is discussed above. Because reIt futures are constructed based on reIts whose returns are positively linked with stock returns, it is not surprising to find that stock returns have a significant and positive influence on REIT futures returns.
The stock return coefficients also indicate that a 1% increase in the all ordinaries index returns generates increases of 0.762% and 0.714% in the S&P/aSX 200-a-reIt index returns and index futures returns, respectively. Because both types of returns have identical constituent reIts, it is not surprising that the reIt cash index and index futures returns react in a statistically similar manner, particularly with respect to magnitude. the magnitudes also reflect the fact that the A-REIT cash market is an important sector in the australian stock market. More importantly, these results indicate that a-reIt cash and futures returns are strongly influenced by stock returns. Therefore, it is essential that stock returns are included in the modelling of a-reIt cash and futures returns.
The bond return coefficients are also positive. However, the coefficient in the cash equation ( α 4 c ) indicates that there is no significant connection between a-reIt daily returns and bond returns. The corresponding coefficient in the futures equation ( α 4 f ) is also not significant. These findings are thus consistent with previous studies on equity reIt 6 (yang et al. 2012 ) and a-reIt futures returns (lee 2009).
as predicted by the arbitrage/hedging argument, the error-correction term in the futures market equation has a negative coefficient ( α 5 f ). consistent with the momentum effect argument, the corresponding coefficient ( α 5 c ) in the cash market equation is positive. as expected, α 5 f has a larger absolute value than α 5 c , which is required to restore the long-term equilibrium between the cash and futures markets and implies long-term price discovery in the cash market. Moreover, the errorcorrection term in the cash market equation is not 6 It should be noted that a-reIts are equity reIts. statistically significant, whereas the corresponding term in the futures market equation is significant at the 1% level, which indicates that the futures price adjusts to error-correct the temporary mispricing that occurs during events of disequilibria but the cash market price does not. these results thus imply long-term price discovery in the cash market and again contradict the general understanding about the long-term relationship between stock-index cash and futures markets (chan et al. 2004) .
Panel B presents the empirical results of the conditional variance equations. Specifically, the past shock coefficients (the ARCH effects) measure the impacts of "recent news", and the past variance coefficients (the GARCH effects) link the influence of "old news" to price changes. In the cash market equation, the own past shock coefficient ( cc a ) is statistically significant at the 1% level, but the cross-market shock spillover coefficient ( fc a ) is not significant. These coefficients suggest that the impact of "recent news" on a-reIt volatility comes from the cash market and not from the futures market. Similarly, the own past variance coefficient ( cc b ) in the cash market equation is statistically significant, and the cross-market variance spillover coefficient ( fc b ) is not significant, which indicate that the impacts of "old news" on a-reIt price changes also come from the cash market and not from the futures market. Importantly, the cross-market coefficients in the cash market clearly show no short-term volatility spillovers from the a-reIt futures market. these results are consistent with the findings of Lee et al. (2014) in european real estate securities markets.
In the futures market equation, the own past shock coefficient ( ff a ) is significant at the 5% level, and the cross-market shock spillover coefficient ( cf a ) is not statistically significant. These coefficients suggest that the impact of "recent news" on a-reIt futures volatility comes from the futures market and not from the cash market. the own past variance coefficient ( ff b ) in the futures market equation and the cross-market variance spillover coefficient ( cf b ) are both statistically significant. These coefficients indicate that the impact of "old news" on a-reIt futures price changes comes from both the futures market itself and the cash market. Clearly, the cross-market coefficients indicate short-term volatility spillovers from the areIt cash market to the a-reIt futures market, but not vice versa.
With respect to the influence of broad market changes, the stock market shock coefficients in the cash equation ( scc k ) and the corresponding coefficient in the futures equation ( sff k ) are statistically significant. The significant coefficients indicate that contemporaneous broad market changes clearly influence the conditional variance of the REIT cash and futures markets. The significant coefficient in the cash equation is consistent with Cotter and Stevenson (2007) . These findings in the futures market are consistent with the univariate garcH study of lee (2009) .
With respect to long-term volatility spillovers, neither the coefficients of the squared error-correction terms ( ecc k ) in the cash market equation nor the corresponding coefficient ( eff k ) are statistically significant. These coefficients do not indicate that the price deviations from their long-term equilibrium affect conditional variances in the a-reIt cash and futures markets. thus, the results do not support the long-term volatility spillover hypothesis. the likely reason is that the full sample period results are driven by the gfc sub-period results, which show that the a-reIt futures market is more informationally efficient during the crisis period. table 3 summarises the results discussed above. although the results of the conditional variance equation reveal only short-run links between the a-reIt cash and futures markets, the results of the mean equation indicate that the a-reIt cash market serves as the primary market and that price discovery occurs in this market both in the short and long runs. These results indicate that the first (return) and second moments (volatility) may contain different information sets; these results also highlight the importance for investors to analyse both return and volatility patterns (Kallberg et al. 2002; lee 2009 ). More importantly, by contrast to the previous literature regarding stock-index futures markets, this study shows that the a-reIt futures market does not fully perform the expected price discovery function. this result might be attributed to the investor structure of the a-reIt futures market, which may influence both the price discovery and volatility transmission processes. 
GFC, price discovery, and volatility transmission
this section examines the effects of the gfc on price discovery and volatility transmission in areIt futures. the full sample period was divided into pre-gfc, gfc, and post-gfc periods, and the results are presented in tables 4, 5, and 6. the evidence regarding price discovery and volatility spillovers differs remarkably across the three samples; moreover, several detailed findings are of particular importance. for the pre-gfc period, the mean equation results are broadly similar to those for the full sample period. In particular, there is short-term price discovery in the cash market but not in the futures market. long-term price discovery in the a-reIt cash market is also documented, whereas there is no comparable evidence available for the futures market. However, the conditional variance equation results for the pre-gfc period are somewhat different from those for the full sample period. In particular, the results still suggest that unilateral volatility spillovers occur from the a-reIt cash market into the a-reIt futures market over the short run. another important observation is that the error-correction term in the A-REIT futures market is statistically significant, which indicates that trading activities may affect the volatility of the a-reIt futures market in response to deviations from equilibrium. this significant link supports the conjecture from the previous section regarding the long-term volatility spillover hypothesis.
During the gfc, the price discovery and volatility spillover patterns differ from those same patterns preceding the gfc. With respect to the short-term prediction hypothesis, the results show a bilateral lead-lag relationship during this period. In other words, not only do a-reIt cash returns have considerable predictive power for a-reIt futures returns but a-reIt futures returns are useful for predicting a-reIt cash returns. this finding indicates the presence of a two-way flow of information exchange between the a-reIt cash and futures markets during the gfc period. this finding reveals an improvement in informational efficiency in the A-REIT futures market because the a-reIt futures trading volume had increased significantly during the GFC. Because A-REIT futures are mainly used for hedging purposes, it is reasonable that there is a higher hedging demand for futures during the volatile period. Increased demand and higher premiums from hedgers during the gfc might have attracted more informed A-REIT futures returns. The smaller coefficient therefore also lends support for informational efficiency improvement in the A-REIT futures market. With regard to long-term volatility spillovers, by contrast to those in the pre-gfc period, neither the cash market nor the futures market led the other in terms of information flow during the GFC. therefore, as in the full sample period, the longterm volatility spillovers hypothesis is not supported during the GFC period, which also reflects the improved price discovery performance of the a-reIt futures market. as a result, the futures market no longer follows the cash market during the gfc in terms of price prediction and volatility transmission. these results are broadly consistent with the findings of Xiang et al. (2013) , who report similar results for the cDS market. for the post-gfc period, the overall mean equation results provide information that is different from the results provided from the period during the GFC but similar to those findings documented from before the GFC. Specifically, there is evidence of long-term price discovery in the a-reIt cash market instead of in the futures market. nevertheless, neither of the cross-market lagged returns is significant, and therefore, they do not support the short-term prediction hypothesis. another important observation is that the insignificant coefficient of lagged futures return suggests that the a-reIt futures market has remained informationally efficient since the GFC period. These findings are also consistent with the fact that the a-reIt cash (futures) market has become less volatile (less heavily traded) following the gfc, although it remains more volatile (more heavily traded) than during the pre-gfc period. are also broadly consistent with the mean equation results regarding the implication that the market remains more attractive to informed speculators in the post-gfc period than during the pre-gfc period.
The key findings are summarised in Table 7 . overall, the a-reIt cash market led the a-reIt futures market in the price discovery and volatility transmission processes before the gfc. During the gfc period, the two markets interacted bilaterally in terms of short-term price discovery, and the futures market stopped following the cash market with respect to long-term volatility spillovers. furthermore, after the gfc, the futures market again began following the cash market regarding long-term price discovery and volatility spillovers. However, a-reIt cash returns do not have predictive power for a-reIt futures returns during the post-gfc period. 
CONCLUSIONS
this study examines price discovery and volatility transmission between the a-reIt futures market and the cash market, which has not yet been addressed in the literature. this study provides a number of important insights. first, the cash areIt market clearly dominates the futures market with respect to the information transmission processes. these results stand in sharp contrast to extensive stock index studies in which futures markets lead cash markets. Second, the sub-period analyses demonstrate that structural changes did occur in the a-reIt futures market during and after the GFC. Specifically, the price discovery function for a-reIt futures has shown improvement since the gfc, which can be attributed to dramatic increases in the activity of a-reIt futures since the gfc. It also implies that, during and after the gfc, informed speculators likely entered the a-reIt futures market and improved its price discovery function. The findings support the recent literature that indicates that the role of the futures markets in the price formation process is related to investor structure. These findings have important practical implications for investors. first, investors should be aware of the link between the investor structure of a futures market and the role of the futures market. Specifically, the role of A-REIT futures in price discovery and volatility spillovers is timevarying, which may be attributed to the investor structure of a-reIt futures in which the market is much smaller than the underlying cash market. Second, a-reIt futures contain some information regarding the a-reIt cash market during periods of extreme volatility. In particular, during the gfc, the previous day's futures market returns impacted the current day's cash market returns. therefore, property analysts and property investors, including direct property investors, should include information from a-reIt futures in their investment analyses and strategies during periods of volatility.
